Introducing the Largest Extruded Aluminum Sign Frame Body on the Market today!

**Features & Benefits:**

- Easily Accommodates Larger Pole Mounts:
  - Round Steel Poles up to 9” Schedule 40 (9.625" OD)
  - Square Steel Poles up to 10”

- Huge Labor Saver vs “Stick Building” Large Signs
  - Eliminates having to “Stub” or Telescope Poles just to Accommodate Smaller Sign Frames
  - Stronger Frame for Larger Signs
  - Advantages of a Larger Frame but still Miterable in Most Sign Factories
  - Retainers also Available from Stock

- Facilitates Easier Code Compliance

- Offers Familiar EMS Frame Design Advantages but Now a Larger Frame

---

**16” Extruded Sign Frame without Retainer x 24’ 6”**  
**SF-16 24-63-290**

Corner Key: 3/16” Angles  
2” x 1.5” x 1/8” Retainer Angle: 40-63-128